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Small Industrial Spaces Are in Short Supply Across
the US. Here’s Where They Are Scarcest.

Tenants Tied to Construction Trades Swallow Up Space in Many Sun Belt Markets

This 10,000-square-foot industrial property sits outside of Louisville, Kentucky, surprisingly one of the country's scarcest
markets for available small-bay industrial space. (CoStar)
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Smaller industrial properties have maintained impressive occupancy rates and rising

rents for several years, but in recent months they have increasingly stood out as one of

the best-performing categories of commercial real estate.

Other property types typically favored by investors, namely luxury apartments and big-

box distribution centers, are facing headwinds as the large amount of new development
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started during the pandemic reaches completion in record numbers, helping to drive up

vacancy rates.

In contrast, the recent outperformance of smaller industrial properties owes mainly to

their insulation from supply-side risk. Securing land and entitlements for industrial

projects near most major cities is challenging and few developers are willing to invest

the time needed to clear these hurdles unless the projects involved and the

corresponding payouts for completing them are large.

Meanwhile, developers behind the unleased big-box distribution centers being

completed these days are largely unwilling to subdivide their space and lease to tenants

smaller than 25,000 square feet or even 50,000 square feet. The net result is that very few

developers are building small-bay industrial facilities favored by small, blue-collar

businesses, and vacancy rates among small industrial properties remain near all-time

lows.

To learn which U.S. markets have the most acute shortages of smaller industrial space,

CoStar ranked the 60 largest U.S. markets based on the composite scores of three

criteria: current availability rates for industrial buildings smaller than 50,000 square

feet; the median number of months on the market of 10,000-25,000-square-foot

industrial spaces leased in the past 12 months; and the median number of months on

the market of industrial spaces smaller than 10,000 square feet leased in the past 12

months.

The amount of time smaller industrial spaces spend on the market can differ widely

within and between markets depending on whether the properties leased are built to

modern standards or older buildings bordering on functional obsolescence. To control

for these differences, median months to lease were calculated only for spaces in

properties built in the 1970s and 1980s, typically the largest vintages of smaller

industrial buildings in most U.S. markets.
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Markets that have attracted a surge of in-migration in recent years, including Nashville,

Tennessee, and the Florida markets of Jacksonville, Tampa and Orlando, are well

represented among the 20 areas that score highest for having a scarcity of small

industrial spaces. This makes sense, given that businesses catering to growing local

housing stocks, such as HVAC contractors, plumbers and electricians, are key occupiers

of smaller industrial properties.

Critical port markets in Virginia, South Florida and Southern California also rank among

the top 20 areas with a scarcity of available small-bay industrial space.

Louisville, Kentucky, may surprise many readers for its ranking as one of the tightest

markets in the United States. However, its location in the middle of the burgeoning

electric vehicle manufacturing region known as the battery belt, coupled with major

distribution infrastructure including Louisville Muhammad Ali International, North

America’s third-largest cargo airport, provides industrial leasing drivers.
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Most of the largest cities in the Midwest, including Chicago, Detroit, Indianapolis and

Minneapolis, rank in the middle of the pack. Geographic and infrastructure advantages

support leasing by small manufacturing and distribution tenants in these locations.

However, limited population growth, or in some cases population losses, result in less

robust leasing among smaller tenants in local construction trades. Similar headwinds

weigh on leasing in other middle-ranking markets such as New York City and California’s

East Bay.



A diverse set of locales comprise the 20 markets with the highest availability rates and

leasing times for small industrial spaces. The four largest Texas markets, Austin, Dallas-

Fort Worth, Houston and San Antonio, all rank in this group.

In all four of these markets, the stock of industrial properties smaller than 50,000 square

feet has increased at more than twice the national rate over the past �ve years, with

Austin and Houston more than quadrupling the U.S. growth rate.

Texas is widely known for the growth-friendly policies of its state and local governments.

More abundant development over small industrial properties is likely contributing to

these markets’ higher availability rates.

However, most of these 20 markets with higher availability rates and longer leasing

timelines than most locales still have limited inventories of small industrial spaces

available for lease. For example, in Dallas-Fort Worth, the current 6.1% availability rate

for small industrial properties is well below the 8.7% level recorded in the market 10

years ago. Similarly, the median time to lease for those spaces in Dallas-Fort Worth is 3
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1/2 months, down from the median time to lease of �ve months recorded 10 years

earlier.
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